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ABSTRACT

We show the principal methodology for providing connections with minimum cost and subject to target avail-
ability constraints, that can be used to guarantee service availability in a service level agreement (SLA). For
connections without protection and for connections with dedicated protection, we develop path-based design
models and evaluate the gain of availability-based provisioning.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Backbone networks provide services with high data rates. Because of the geographical size alone, these networks
are subject to frequent failure occurrence and long repair durations. Therefore, outages in backbone networks can
have a critical impact on the provided services. As a result, there is a need for network survivability, demanding
on the one hand fast recovery and high availability, and on the other hand resource efficiency (i.e., low cost).
In this paper, we develop methods for providing services with minimum cost and subject to target availability
constraints.

We can obtain the target availabilities from service level agreements (SLAs). A SLA is a contract between a
customer and a network operator that specifies an availability performance, e.g., by

aSLA = 1 −
∑

outage times in ∆t

∆t
. (1)

This definition is based on a measurement period of time ∆t (e.g., ∆t = 1 year). The target availabilities for
the constraints can be lower than the SLA availabilities, e.g., if we include margins between the period-based
availability definition of Equation (1) and the steady-state availability definition used in calculations.

Technologically, we mainly consider optical networks such as wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) net-
works. We assume circuit-switched connections (the almost only used switching type in optical networks) of
service-types unprotected connection and dedicated path protection (e.g., 1+1 path protection) connection,
along with an outlook on the service-types shared (backup) path protection connection and path-restorable
connection.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 forms the basis to set up models for availability-based network
design. Section 3 describes how the selection of failure scenarios in the design impacts network performance.
Section 4 describes provisioning design models. In Section 5, a network case study shows the benefit we have from
guaranteeing service availability within the design. In Section 6 we draw conclusions and provide an outlook.



2. MODELING BASIS

Generally, we model a system composed of a set of items, where an item can be a device or service, or again
a system. For each item we can define a failure rate, which we assume to be constant over time. The failure
rate is denoted λ and often measured in units of “failure in time (FIT)” with 1 FIT = 1 failure in 109 hours. A
constant failure rate results in an exponentially distribution for the time to failure, with a mean time to failure
(MTTF) obeying MTTF = 1

λ .

Optical networks are repairable systems. For the items we assume that the time to repair is also exponentially
distributed. The mean time to repair (MTTR) obeys MTTR = 1

µ , where µ denotes the repair rate.

We define the instantaneous availability a(t) as the probability that an item will perform its required function
under given conditions at a given instance of time. Availability is only defined for a given usage time (often also
called life time or service time). We assume a two state model for repairable systems consisting of the operating
(up) state and failed (down) state. The item is up at t = 0 (when new) and “as new” after repairs. No further
failures occur during repairs.

From this, we define the steady-state availability as

a = lim
t→∞ a(t) =

µ

λ + µ
=

MTTF

MTTF + MTTR
. (2)

When we write “availability” we mean the steady-state availability. The unavailability is defined as

u = 1 − a =
MTTR

MTTF + MTTR
. (3)

As the average repair time is much shorter than the average time to failure (thus µ � λ), the mean time
between failures (MTBF) approximates MTTF:

MTBF = MTTF + MTTR � MTTF. (4)

Note that reliability is sometimes employed in the sense of availability in literature. However, reliability differs
from availability, since reliability is defined as the probability that an item will perform its required function
under given conditions for a given period of time.

Complex systems are (recursively) partitionable in subsystems/items which are connected in series or par-
allel. This is under the assumption of independent failure processes (holds typically for optical networks) and
independent repair processes (holds, e.g., in presence of several repair teams).

Figure 1 shows an example for a WDM network composed of several network elements (items). The figure
also shows a connection configured between nodes S and T. In Figure 2, the WDM network is mapped onto a
graph that consists of nodes and edges representing the network elements. The connection passes through nodes
and edges and represents further network elements such as transponders at the end-nodes.

For a notion of typical FIT values, we list several published values. Table 1 shows FIT values for network
elements as published in literature.1 For fiber ducts we can state these typical FIT values2:

1. COST239 values3: 114 FIT per kilometer (MTBF = 1000 years)

2. Average of European network operators in FIRST project4: 200 FIT per kilometer (MTBF = 570 years)

3. Bellcore rates5: 4.39 per year per 1000 miles � 311 FIT per kilometer (MTBF = 367 years)

MTTR values depend on the system type. Typically, it is assumed that components have a MTTR ranging
from 4 to 6 hours and fiber links have a MTTR ranging from 12 to 24 hours. This reflects that components are
easier to access (e.g., locally and in-house), whereas fiber links are harder to access (e.g., far away and buried
underground).
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Figure 1. WDM network example.
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Figure 2. Example network mapped to a graph.

A connection is provisioned by one or more paths in the network. Two paths are edge-disjoint if they do not
share common edges. A path is node-disjoint from another path if they do not have common nodes, except for
possibly the initial and final nodes. Node-disjointness includes edge-disjointness.

Unprotected connections need only one path. Dedicated path protection (e.g., 1+1 path protection) connec-
tions need two paths being edge-disjoint or node-disjoint. Edge-disjoint paths are chosen to survive single link
failures and node-disjoint paths are chosen to survive single failures of both links and the paths’ intermediate
nodes.

3. FAILURE SCENARIOS

In optical network design, the choice and dimensioning of a recovery is today mostly based on failure scenarios.
Failure scenarios are sorted in a “priority list” according to the probability of occurrence and the involved impact.



Covering more failure scenarios comes with a higher cost, thus design considers only the top entries of the priority
list.

An example of a priority list is as follows:

1. Single link failures

2. Dual link failures (second link failed before first link repaired)

3. Node failures (affects traffic through node)

4. Joint single link and single node failures

5. Dual node failures

6. Higher order failures

In most literature, we see that design is done assuming single link failures, i.e., there is only at most one link
failed at any time. Several publications,2 however, have shown the significance of failures higher in order than
single failures. This holds especially for dual link failures, i.e., there are at most two links simultaneously failed.
Figure 3 shows the presence of three link failure types in the COST 239 pan-European network3 for a fiber duct
failure rate of 200 FIT/km. The figure shows the per-year presence of multiple failures, of two failures on a ring
(for a ring design in2), and of a pair of disjoint paths (lower bound). For a MTTR of 24 hours, we have to cope
with higher order failures in the range of minutes to hours per year.

The selection of failure scenarios facilitates network design, since the scenarios are describable as a direct
parameter input into the model. However, whenever we assume a selection level for the design, we may still miss
the service availability targets (e.g., not enough failure scenarios covered) or we may excessively overprovision
capacities (e.g., too many failure scenarios covered).

The latter aspect is particularly apparent in dual failure designs. For instance, dedicated path protection
involves three disjoint paths to survive dual failures, thus, we need at least to triple the capacity of a single path.
If we adopt that the design covers dual failures, every path needs this capacity and, as a result, we need very
high capacities in the network. However, several paths may require less than three paths to meet the service
availability targets, which means lower overall network capacity requirements.

Here, the paradigm of availability-based provisioning comes into context. Under this paradigm, we configure
paths in the network under constraints ensuring that availability requirements are met. The design does not

Table 1. Typical FIT values for network elements. Variable W denotes the number of wavelengths and variable N the
number of incoming fibers. All components are unidirectional.

Component Failure Rate in FIT

(De-)Multiplexer 25× W
EDFA 2850
Optical Switch 1 21W × W/4
Optical Switch 2 21 × 2 × 2 × N
Coupler 1 25 × 2
Coupler 2 25 × W/4
Coupler 3 25× (N − 1)
Tunable Transmitter 745
Fix Transmitter 186
Tunable Receiver 470
Fix Receiver 70
Digital Switch 1 875 × W
Digital Switch 2 875 × W × N
Wavelength Blocker 50 × W
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Figure 3. Per-year presence of higher order failures in the COST 239 network.

rely on a selection of covered network-wide failure scenarios, rather it chooses the protection level to fulfill the
availability requirements for each connection individually.

4. NETWORK AND PATH DESIGN

In the traditional two-step provisioning process, we firstly design the network (or an individual path) such
that it recovers given failure scenarios. Secondly, we calculate the availability performance (ac). If we miss
the availability target (ac < at), we can choose from the following means: (i) Include more failure scenarios
and restart. (ii) Add redundant resources (e.g., redundant sender/receiver) and recalculate the availability
performance. (ii) Consider monetary penalties (which are also specified in SLAs).

In the availability-based provisioning process, we take service availability directly into account and aim at
providing minimum resources. The recovery mechanism is either given or selectable. In the former case, we
optimize subject to ac ≥ at, otherwise we aim to get a best-effort value max ac. In the latter case, we find the
optimal recovery mechanism meeting ac ≥ at (recovery type differentiation).

To design paths, we can choose from several alternatives6: Integer linear programs (ILPs) with optimization
using a link-flow model (LFM) or a path-flow model (PFM), as well as direct routing algorithms on a graph
model. In the following, we elaborate on PFMs. While we consider only one demanded connection, the PFMs
are simple to extend for multiple demands (e.g., for static network design).

We model the network as undirected and simple graph G(V, E), with the set of nodes V and the set of edges
E. Per edge e ∈ E, we define a cost parameter γe. The end nodes of the connection are specified by o and d.
The indicator δe,n is 1, if node n ∈ V is one of the end nodes of e ∈ E, 0 otherwise. In the PFM we precompute
a set of m candidate paths Pp ⊂ E, ∀p ∈ {1, . . . , m}, using, e.g., a standard m-shortest path algorithm.

In a simple form, we can state the general path-flow model PFM1,at for a single path as follows:

min
∑

e∈E

γe

∑

p∈{1,...,m}:e∈Pp

zp (5)

∑

p∈{1,...,m}
zp = 1 (6)

zp ∈ {0, 1}, ∀p ∈ {1, . . . , m} (7)



The Objective (5) minimizes the path’s overall edge costs. Constraint (6) ensures that the demand between o
and d is satisfied. The integer flow variables zp are defined in Expression (7), meaning that zp is one, if the
path p ∈ {1, . . . , m} is selected, zero otherwise. Note that the PFM can be extended by further constraints (e.g.,
capacity constraints). To keep things simple, we concentrate only on the necessary model contributions.

We can introduce the availability requirements by admitting only those paths p ∈ {1, . . . , m} meeting

ap =
∏

e∈Pp

ae

∏

n∈V :∃e∈Pp:δe,n=1

an ≥ at (8)

where ap, ae, and an are the availabilities for a path, an edge, and a node.

We can generalize this ILP for k ∈ {1, 2, . . .} disjoint paths, denoted PFMk,at . We describe two alternative
methods, applicable in different modeling environments.

1. Method: We use candidate path tuples (p1, p2, . . . , pk) fulfilling

i) link-disjointness:
Ppi ∩ Ppj = ∅, ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, i > j (9)

ii) node-disjointness (optional): ∑

i∈{1,...,k},e∈Ppi

δe,n = 2, ∀n ∈ V/{o, d} (10)

To meet the availability requirements, we admit only feasible tuples:

1 −
∏

i∈{1,...,k}
(1 − 1

aoad
api) ≥

at

aoad
(11)

If the paths are not node-disjoint, Condition (11) holds only for an = 1, ∀n ∈ V . As the final step, we employ
the PFM, however, with path tuples instead of single paths

P ∗
1 = ∪p∈{1,...,k}Ppi , P

∗
2 = . . . (12)

2. Method: We make use of replication, where the variables and constraints of the PFM1,at are replicated
k times. The objective sums the with cost weighted variables over all k disjoint paths. Similar to Equations (9)-
(11), further constraints force variables to zero (i.e.,

∑
i∈{1,...,k} zi,p=0) which fail in either of

i) link-disjointness
ii) node-disjointness (optional)

iii) availability met.

5. NETWORK CASE STUDY
To gain insight of the benefit of availability-based connection provisioning, we consider a case study using the
COST 239 network.3 We assume edge failures only and we determine the availability of an edge by its length,
using the failure rate of 200 FIT/km and a MTTR of 12 hours. The network is three-edge-connected so that it
is topologically feasible to survive dual failures if we provide adequate protection capacity.

The network has eleven nodes, yielding 55 node pairs between which demand can occur. Figure 1 shows the
number of node pairs which are connectable by one path, by two disjoint paths, and by three disjoint paths for
a minimum target availability value.

Clearly, three edge-disjoint paths always achieve the target availability, however, they need excessive resources.
Single path solutions are only feasible for low availability values (at most 99.9%). Two edge-disjoint paths can
cover all or a large portion of the node pairs until an availability level of 99.9995%, which is in the region of a
five-nines service (i.e., an service with 99.999% SLA availability) when taking node availability and margins into
account. At a target availability of 99.9995%, approximately half of the connections can satisfy the availability
constraints by two edge-disjoint paths, while the other connections need three edge-disjoint paths. Hence, a
corresponding path assignment can significantly spare on network resources.
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Figure 4. Number of connectable node pairs over target availability.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

In optical network design, we can guarantee service availability by direct inclusion of availability constraints.
This paper has exemplified the methodology for unprotected and protected connections, showing sparings in
network resources. In contrast to network design based on failure scenarios, we are able to assign as much
network resources as needed for the individual connections.

The approach is not restricted to unprotected connections and dedicated path protection connections, as
presented in this paper. Recent literature has shown that it can also be used for shared (backup) path protec-
tion connections1, 7–9 and path-restorable connections.6 From the availability point of view, e.g., shared path
protection is like dedicated path protection with reduced availability of the backup path, because of sharing with
other connections. Different approaches can approximate this reduction.
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